Speaker
Positioning
Active nodes are the main concern when
placing speakers in a rectangular room. A
node, or the frequency where speakers and
parallel walls interact, is proportional to the
speaker to the wall distance.
Here is a very good model, created by George
Cardas.

The three most importance nodes, in order of importance, are proportional to
the distance between the speaker and:
1. The side wall nearest the speakers
2. The rear wall
3. The side wall across from the speakers

1. The distance from the center of the woofer
face to the side walls is:

Room Width times 0,276 (RW x 0,276)

2. The distance from the center of the
woofer face to the wall behind the speaker is:

Room Width times 0,447 (RW x 0,447)

Once the speakers are set as close to perfect as possible, you must angle them slightly toward the listening position. This can be done by ear and usually a 0,6-1,3 cm tweak will do. Box speakers generally
require a bit more toe-in than planear speakers. You will be able to hear a center focused voice clarify
when the sweet spot is hit.
In the near field position the speakers
and the listener’s head are the points of
an equilateral triangle. Near field listening gives the perfect stereo field.

It is frequently used in the recording studio to
position the microphones and the voice in the
mix.
The near field listening position is determined by the “center to center” distance of
the speakers and the distance to the listener’s
head. It does not refer to the room in any way.
Basically your head should be at the “top” of
the triangle but some people (including ourselves) find it better to sit just behind it, hence
the placement of the sofa in the picture.

The Mirror
Method

Having positioned the speakers and the sofa (sweet spot) in the
best possible way we are now ready to deal with actual room
acoustics. This is quite easily done and the first thing to think
about is the firsthand reflections, which are the reflections that
reach you immediately after the direct sound. These reflections
are bad because our brains, although fantastic as they are, are
not able to differentiate them from the “true” sound and thus
the result ends up being unclear and muddled - not crisp. What
you do not want to do is cover all of the walls with absorbers because then you actually remove the good echoes or reflections,
the ones that produce a “roomy” feeling.

If you ask a friend to
take a mirror and place
it on the wall beside
one of the speakers
in your general height
(while you are sitting
down). Then he/she
walks slowly towards
you while sliding the
mirror along the wall when you see the first
speaker in the mirror
you have found spot
one and when you see
the other you have
found spot two.

The good reflections are the ones that comes after the first-hand ones and
those should remain. 1 and 2 in the image to the right are typical areas of
firsthand reflections. Number 3 is a good spot for added broadband bass
absorbers.
Make sure your friend marks these spots on the wall and then you do the same on the other wall. These
spots are then treated with absorbing material, at least 50 cm on each side and above/below of every trouble
spot. This same method can be used to find the firsthand reflections both on the floor between you and the
speakers and in the roof. These areas should be treated as well and when it comes to the ceiling you can hang
SOFSCI panels quite easily there as well. Maybe with a nice cloud image or similar?
If your sofa is positioned close to a back wall, as in the image, then this is an area you should do the same with,
which basically means you should put absorbers behind your head. A big bookshelf with different sized books
works magic here as well, because they diffuse the reflections.

What are
your walls
made of?
Now if you have very thin
walls or walls made out of
several layers of gypsym
boards or similar there is
a big chance that standing
waves are not that much of
a problem and then you can
use thinner panels for the
first-hand reflections, like
the Hertz model.
So these are the areas to focus on and they are easily
spotted and easily dealt with.
And again: Do not go and
put sound absorbers all over
because that is not good either unless you have a movie
room where the electronics
usually aid in giving the spatial feeling - movie listening
rooms can benefit a bit more
from added absorption than
HiFi listening rooms because
of this.

First we should ask ourselves what kind of walls your listerning
rooms are made out of. If the answer is really thick concrete then
this is great from the perspective that you can maybe play really
loud without your neighbours hearing you but from a standing
wave perspective it is not so good, unless well treated.
Thick concrete does not absorb any low frequencies at all and
therefore leaves them bouncing back and forth within the room,
creating booming effects.
If this is the case then we recommend really thick panels, like the
SuperChunk and SuperChunk Corner on these areas because
then you do not only treat the first-hand reflections but also the
lower frequencies. You can easily hear these standing waves if
you play some music with a lot of bass, like pipe organ music or
reggae, and take a walk around your room, listening at different
spots: the middle of the room, near the walls, and in the corners.
You’ll probably notice that the bass sounds stronger near the
walls and especially in the corners, where standing waves tend
to collect. These are specific types of standing waves which are
called “room resonance modes.”

The solution for room reflections is acoustic absorbers, that when
placed correctly allow you to hear more of the speakers and less of
the room.

Placing
sound
absorbers

In the image below you can see a listening room and some examples of where to put the sound absorbers.
Low frequencies:
SuperChunk is found behind the speakers (purple) and
SuperChunk Corner (ice blue) in any corner in the room.
Which corner(s) you choose is not important this low frequencies
are omnidirectinal and can be fought using any corner in a normal
room, may it be in a corner between floor/wall or wall/wall or wall/
ceiling. So basically place them wherever you find they look the
best or where you have the best space for them. However: the so
called tri-corners are more effective on low frequencies. A tri-corner
is where three surfaces meet, such as the corner where the floor
meets a wall and a wall.

High and mid frequencies:
These are the first-hand reflections and are treated with Hertz, which is the (pink) panels.
Finding the best place to hang these are also very easy and can be done using the mirror
method.

4 easy steps
to better
acoustics

Checklists are always good to have so
here are four easy (and cheap) steps to
better acoustics:

Speaker Positioning: This is the first thing
you should take a look at and experiment with.
Low frequencies: Treat these first and hear

more of your speakers and less of your room.
Here´s where to place them.

High and mid frequencies: First-hand reflections. There are good and there are bad reflections.
The first are the worst and here´s how to find them.

Between back wall and speaker: Your

speakers are too close to the back wall and you can
not move them out? Here is how to place SuperChunks between the speaker and the back wall.

